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This detailed guide provides complete coverage of more than 300 miles of trails in the beautiful

Catskill Mountains.
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A must for every Catskills hiker, this comprehensive new guide offers hikers up-to-date coverage of

more than 300 miles of trails in the Catskill Mountains. Inside you'll find detailed descriptions of trails

to suit every ability level - from easy strolls along wooded slopes to strenuous climbs with expansive

vistas to multiday thru-hikes. Tips on trip planning and map and compass use, plus notes on the

geology, flora, and fauna of the region make this guide an ideal addition to your pack. Inside you'll

find: more than 90 trail descriptions; full-color GPS-rendered pull-out map; guidelines for

backcountry hikers. (5 x 7, 272 pages, pull out map)

Peter Kick is a New York State-licensed canoeing and hiking guide, and avid hiker, canoeist, fly

fisherman, and mountain biker. He lives in Saugerties, New York.

We visit Castkill Mountain more than ones and this guide have everything you need to planning your

hikes in this region. The map, the sharp description of the trails and the recommendation are very

useful for experts as for the beginners. Today we have other type of paper for the maps like

Tyvek............ may be next edition?Adrian



I never got to do the extensive hike I wanted to, but I felt like this book helped me understand all the

places to go. Even has off the path camping lists that I have referred to a few times.

Very good variety of hikes from easy to rough! Used for some hikes already, and if very accurate.

Replaced my older guide from about 1987.Catskills are a great place to hike. Not that far from New

York City, yet not crowded at all.

This is an excellent guide with a great selection of trails and a handy topographical map with all the

details necessary for planning and guiding you through the area.

This is really not to bad of a book. The map is helpful especially when driving to locate trailheads!!.

I've been up two of the trails and they were fairly correct on the distance and time required. I think

the author could have been more specific in his directions as to how to use the book (ie whether the

distances and times are one way or round trip). He seems like he is speaking to someone who has

been in the region and not to someone like me who is used to the type of hiking on the west coast. I

also needed the map to figure out what he was talking about most of the time. I wouldn't complain if

there were a few pictures.In summation... a solid effort but I've read better.

Anyone who has ever found himself out on a trail that suddenly seems to disappear knows the

value of a good map and a good trail guide. Peter Kick's new Catskill Mountains Guide definitely

falls into the latter category, and it even includes a pullout, color map! Detailed trail descriptions are

interspersed with fascinating bits of history, trail ratings, campsite suggestions, and a voice that truly

knows the landscape it describes. Plus, it's small enough to fit in a pack or even a pocket. As a hiker

well on his way to attaining the Catskill 35, I wouldn't set out without it!

I have all of the current, in print Catskill guidebooks, and this one is the best by far. It's authoritative

and well written...and by a single author. the competing book, by ADK, was originally written by

about 30 contributors--and there's no map, so you have to buy the Conference maps. There's no

BS in this book, either--no pretentious, over authoritative hype...just clean straight forward trail

information by someone who is probably the single most knowledgeable Catskill hiker ALIVE. Get

it...you'll love it.



Finally, here's a guidebook from the best--the Appalachian Mountain Club. This is the ONLY Catskill

hiking book that has a map included. It's also a GPS rendered map..the most accurate map of the

Catskills EVER made!! You save big bucks when you buy this book, since you don't have to buy the

NYNJTC maps as you're forced to do when you buy other Catskill guides. Also, Kick knows what

he's talking about. He lives in the Catskills, and that makes a big difference.--A fan.
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